Guests need to check-in for the engineering tours and information session at the Engineering Help Desk located outside 1210 Shelby Center.

1. Shelby Center
   Industrial and Systems Engineering
2. Wiggins Hall
   Mechanical Engineering
3. Shelby Center
   Computer Science and Software Engineering
4. Wolosz Research Lab
   Engineering Research Lab
5. Broun Hall
   Electrical and Computer Engineering
6. Gavin Research Lab
   Engineering Research Lab
7. Wilmore Laboratories
   Materials Engineering
8. Ross Hall
   Chemical Engineering
9. Harbert Center
   Civil Engineering
10. Davis Hall
    Aerospace Engineering
11. Ramsay Hall
   Industrial and Systems Engineering
12. Corley Building
    Biosystems Engineering
13. Nichols Center
    ROTC Offices
14. Village Dining
    Restaurants
15. Rec and Wellness Center
16. Haley Center
    Auburn University Bookstore
17. Student Center
    Restaurants
18. Burton Hall
    Housing Office
19. Foy Hall
    Restaurants
20. Cater Hall
    Honors College